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Evolution Markets Enhances Weather Risk Management Capabilities with ClimateDelta, 
Empowering Clients to Navigate Climate Change 

 
New York, NY (May 8, 2024): Evolution Markets Inc., a leading provider of financial and transactional 
services in global energy and environmental markets, announced today it has licensed 
ClimateDelta™, the industry's premier weather risk management software from a subsidiary of 
Parameter Climate, a leader in climate risk advisory and analytics. 
 
ClimateDelta empowers Evolution Markets to strengthen its support for clients in weather-sensitive 
energy and renewable markets. This cutting-edge software, specifically designed for weather 
derivatives, equips clients with advanced tools to analyze weather risks and make informed decisions. 
 
"Evolution Markets has a long history of supporting the energy transition, where many clients face 
significant weather risks," explains Brian Beebe, Managing Director at Evolution Markets. "With 
climate risk rising and interest in weather trading growing, ClimateDelta aligns perfectly with our 
commitment to providing innovative solutions for navigating this complex market." 
 
Martin Malinow, CEO of Parameter Climate, echoes this sentiment: "We're excited that Evolution 
Markets has chosen ClimateDelta to enhance their weather risk management offerings. We look 
forward to seeing the results of their efforts toward growing the weather market.”  
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About Evolution Markets Inc.  
Evolution Markets Inc. provides strategic financial and industry-leading transactional and advisory 
services to participants in global environmental and energy markets. Formed in 2000, the company 
has become the green markets leader, leveraging its unrivaled experience and knowledge on behalf 
of participants in the global carbon, emissions, renewable energy, and over the counter (OTC) power, 
natural gas, oil, nuclear fuel, and biofuels markets. Additional market services include net zero 
advisory, structured transactions, and data and analytics. Based in White Plains, NY, Evolution 
Markets serves clients on six continents from offices in New York, Houston, London, and Nice. As of 
January 2023, Evolution Markets operates as a wholly owned subsidiary of Xpansiv. 
 
Learn more at www.evomarkets.com and on LinkedIn  
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